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Excavations in Faras directed in the sixties by Professor Kazimierz Micha³owski under
the auspices of the UNESCO operation to salvage ancient monuments brought great num-
ber of archaeological objects and a big piece of new information about the Christian pe-
riod in Nubia.1  These results continue to be, also in our days, the base in scientific description
of new findings as well as in interpretation of relicts discovered in the past incorporating
them into the rich panorama of the Christian heritage of Nubian culture. The acquired
knowledge and also the present intensification of research connected with the growing
interest in Nubian history enables to look anew at individual objects resting in magazines,
discovered in the 19th and in the beginning of 20th centuries and many a time poorly
described and accidentally placed in the museums. There are many cases when such indi-
vidual objects get new value in the context of the whole of new findings, complement our
data and join the already known collections of monuments.

The present remarks introduce just several examples of that kind pertaining to the
Christian architectural decoration. Apart from broadening of our knowledge about artistic
activity of Nubians on the field of sculptured decoration, apart from matching new objects
with the already known ones, the history of relics themselves and their provenance are
equally interesting.

There is a capital in the magazine of the Sudan National Museum in Khartoum
(No. 14243) (Fig. 1 a, b, c, d), which arouses interest because it is to some extend similar
to the group of big capitals discovered in Faras and, as it turned out in the investigations,
belonging to the embellishment of First Cathedral (Figs. 2, 3).2  These capitals are ex-
ecuted in pink sandstone, richly decorated, have similar dimensions and homogeneous
scheme of decoration despite small differences in application of individual motifs. Un-
doubtedly they constitute the group destined for decoration of one building and because of
precision of execution, inventive creativity and originality have special artistic value. Their
common features are the three band volutes with dense coils, concave abacus with projec-
tion in the centre, small leaves around the neck and four large ornated leaves supporting

1 K. MICHA£OWSKI, Faras. Fouilles Polonaises 1961, Varsovie 1962, [= Faras I]; ID., Faras. Fouilles Polo-
naises 1961–62, Varsovie 1965, [= Faras II]; ID., Faras, die Kathedrale aus dem Wüstensand, Zürich 1967,
[= Micha³owski, Die Kathedrale]); ID., Faras, Wall Paintings in the Collection of the National Museum in War-
saw, Warsaw/Dresden 1974; ID., Faras, Seventeen Years after the Discovery, Meroitica 5, 1979, pp. 31–39;
Nubia Christiana I, Warszawa 1982; Consecutive volumes in the series “Faras”, published by Polish Centre of
Mediterranean Archaeology of Polish Akademy of Sciences; Kunst und Geschichte Nubiens in christlicher
Zeit (ed. E. DINKLER), Recklinghausen 1970 [= KuGN]; Papers presented at International Conferences for Nu-
bian Studies, e.g. Nubische Studien: Tagungsakten der 5. Internationalen Konferenz der International Society
for Nubian Studies, Heidelberg, 22–25. September 1982 (ed. M. KRAUSE), Mainz 1986 [= Nubische Studien);
Nubian Culture: Past and Present, Sixth International Conference for Nubian Studies in Uppsala 11–16 August,
1986 (ed. T. HÄGG), Konferenser 17, Stockholm 1987 [= Nubian Culture]; Études Nubiennes, Conférence de
Genève, Actes du VIIe Congrès international d’études nubiennes 3–8 septembre 1990 (ed. Ch. BONNET), Genève
1994 [= Études Nubiennes].

2 MICHA£OWSKI, Die Kathedrale, p. 59; I. RYL-PREIBISZ, Chrze�cijañskie kapitele z Faras ze zbiorów Muzeum
Narodowego w Warszawie, RMNW 14, 1970, pp. 356–371, Figs. 8–11, 27–30, [= RMNW 14]; EAD., On the
Types of Capitals in Christian Nubia, in: Nubische Studien, p. 380; W. GODLEWSKI, Remarks on the Art of
Nobadia (5th–7th century), in: Nubische Studien, p. 272, Fig. 9.
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3 F.LL. GRIFFITH, Oxford Excavations in Nubia, LAAA 13, 1926, [= LAAA ), p. 60, Pl. XXXVII, 2, 3, 4 –
capital Fig. 2 now in the British Museum No.1638; the rest of capitals of that type cf. supra, and also I. RYL-
PREIBISZ, Nubian Stone Architectural Decoration, in: Nubian Culture, pp. 247–259, Fig. 1, 2.

4 Dim.: height 55 cm, abacus 55 x 55 cm, diam. 32 cm.

1. Sandstone capital, Sudan National Museum in Khartoum, No. 14243. (Phot. Sudan National Museum).
Faces a, b, c, d.

a b

c d

the volutes. Part of them was discovered in excavations of F.Ll. Griffith in the twenties,
part in the Polish excavations of K. Micha³owski in the sixties.3  At present they are in
three museums: one in the British Museum, the rest in the Sudan National Museum in
Khartoum and in the National Museum in Warsaw.

The discussed capital is also executed in pink sandstone and its dimensions  are similar
to the ones in the mentioned group.4  Individual motifs applied in its decoration are known
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and are used in many sculptured elements in Lower Nubia, in Faras, Philae etc.5  However
the proportions and arrangement of decorative bands are different. The ornament around
neck takes more than one third of the total height. Instead of stylised wreath of small
leaves around the neck and continuous ornament beneath it, there are two continuous bands:
wide coffered composed of eight-leaf rosettes and a dental one. The lower dental band
traces back to Ptolemaic-Roman composite capitals and appears in corinthianizing capitals
in Alexandria and also in simplified form in Coptic capitals.6  Coffered rosette ornament is
of frequent occurrence in Coptic decorations and the same type appears also in other ar-
chitectural elements in Faras (Fig. 4).7  In the capitals from First Cathedral in Faras below
the wreath of leaves only one band of continuous ornament in the form of plaitwork, vine
twig etc. was placed (Figs. 2, 3). The whole ornamentation takes much less place and
owing to it the capitals have more slender shape proportionally parting upwards. Central
element supporting projection of abacus is based in all capitals on the same principle of
vertically coiling up small volutes. The decoration on its both sides in case of the men-
tioned group of capitals from Faras forms characteristic newly introduced bulges and knobs
– in case of the discussed capital a kind of traditional fleurons – concentric circles or rosettes
with little stems were applied.8  Abacus is decorated with plaitwork. Four large leaves
supporting the volutes are modelled in rather traditional way. An interesting feature is the
presence of kind of drops below volutes which show up also on late Egyptian and Coptic
capitals.9  They are not existing on the big capitals from Faras, but one may observe them
in slightly another form on small capitals with colonettes from frieze of the First Cathedral.10

Taking into account all observations mentioned, one may conclude that our capital,
although belongs to the same family of richly decorated  sandstone Nubian capitals, dif-
fers from them in proportions of decorative bands, in shape and in closer imitation of
popular Coptic motifs which trace back to earlier tradition. It broadens our knowledge of
Nubian decoration repertoire and it seems to present initial link preceding the original,
homogeneous style of the capitals from First Cathedral in Faras.

In the inventory of the Museum in Khartoum there is no information about the prove-
nience and consecutive fates of this relic. There is only the note that it came to the mu-

5 H.G. LYONS, A Report of the Island and Temples of Philae, Cairo 1910, [= Philae], Pl. 67; U. MONNERET

DE VILLARD, La Nubia medioevale I, Le Caire 1935 [= Nubia], p. 182, Fig. 165; cf. also I. RYL-PREIBISZ, RMNW14,
Fig. 8, Pl. I.

6 K. RONCZEWSKI, Description des chapiteaux corinthiens et variés du Musée d’Alexandrie, Annales de
l’Université de Lettonie XVI, 1927 [= Description], pp. 32 ff, Pls. IV, 2, VI, 4; GRIFFITH, LAAA 13, 1926, Pl. 29, 4;
MONNERET DE VILLARD , Nubia II, Pl. II, 8; RYL-PREIBISZ, RMNW 14, Fig. 3.

7 GRIFITH, LAAA 13, 1926, Pl. 52, 3 – the element with identical ornament was found in Rivergate Church in
east niche in the prothesis; another, also identical was found during the Polish excavations; the same pattern
occurs on the wooden beam, cf. Faras II, Pl. XXI, 5, Fig. 47.

8 RONCZEWSKI, Description, Pl. III, 2.
9 R. KAUTZSCH, Kapitellstudien. Beiträge zu einer Geschichte des spätantiken Kapitells im Osten vom vierten

bis ins siebente Jahrhundert, Berlin 1936, Pls. 10–149, 151, 50–854; RONCZEWSKI, Description, Pl. VI, 5; LYONS,
Philae, Pl.58.

10 W. GODLEWSKI, La frise de l’abside de la première cathédrale de Pachoras (Faras), in: Orbis Aethiopicus,
(ed. P.O. SCHOLZ) Albstadt 1992 [= La frise], pp. 327–356, Figs. 1–5.
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4. Fragment of sandstone block from Faras with rosettes and fleuron decoration in caissons – FA 103/61–2.
(Phot. A. Dziewanowski).

2. Sandstone capitals from Polish excavations, from
the First Cathedral in Faras  –  FA 102/63–4.
(Phot. A. Dziewanowski).

3. Sandstone capitals from Polish excavations, from
the First Cathedral in Faras  –  FA 103/63–4.
(Phot. A. Dziewanowski).
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seum in 1965 from Wadi Halfa home of Syd. Hassan Dafalla and was placed in the maga-
zine. Hassan Dafalla was the Governor of Northern Province during the Polish excava-
tions, he visited our mission in Faras in 1963 (Fig. 5) and was responsible for the transfer
of monuments. He is the author of the book “The Nubian Exodus”.11 Probably in the course
of transfer also this capital was moved to museum, however it is not known when it was
brought to Wadi Halfa. In 1843 Lepsius described and inserted drawings of two nice capi-
tals of red sandstone from the Southern Church west from Faras as belonging to columns
on either side of the tribune (Fig. 6a).12 In 1927 Griffith quoted the remarks of Lepsius and
inserted the earlier and more accurate sketch of Wilkinson from 1822 from his manuscript
(Fig. 6b).13 Closer look at these drawings reveals that one of them presents just the very
capital from the museum in Khartoum which was seen in situ and copied by Wilkinson,
which Lepsius described and placed drawings and Griffith mentioned it not knowing however
where it is. Comparing all the details visible at the drawings with the capital, there is no
doubt that it is the same monument from Faras which over 150  years ago aroused the interest
of scholars, afterwards forgotten and finally, has been retrieved in the museum in Khartoum.

11 HASSAN DAFALLA , The Nubian Exodus, London 1975.
12 C.R. LEPSIUS, Denkmäler aus Ägypten und Äthiopien, Textband V, Leipzig 1913 (repr. Genève 1975),

p. 181.
13 GRIFFITH, LAAA 14, 1927, p. 93 , Fig. 3.

5. Syd. Hassan Dafalla, the Governor of Northen Province (second from the right) accompanied by Commissioner
for Resettlement in Khashm el-Qirba paying a visit to Polish Mission at Faras, on photo also A. Ostrasz,
S. Jakobielski, J. Gazy. (Phot. A. Dziewanowski).
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6. Sketches of capitals: a) after LEPSIUS, Denkmäler. Text. V, p. 181;
b) by Wilkinson, after GRIFFITH, LAAA 14, p. 95.

a.

b.
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Another interesting sculptured elements of decoration from the magazines of the Sudan
National Museum in Khartoum are two fragments with representations of birds (Fig. 7, 8)
(Nos. 14256 and 14350) probably belonging to the door-jambs.14 In our days they got new
value in connection with already known six stone blocks with representation of the birds.
These blocks (Fig. 9) were the base for several atempts to reconstruct the frieze with birds
from the apse of First Cathedral in Faras.15 Recently also Godlewski proposed another
reconstruction of frieze with new sequence of birds in the central band of decoration cou-
pling it with the framing of continuous ornament of vine twig in the upper and lower part
of the frieze.16 Not entering into discussion on reconstruction and iconography of the frieze
I am mentioning it only because of the representation of the bird. Identical motif of a bird
is on two presented fragments. In this case however the representations are not positioned
in horizontal sequence one after another like on the frieze, but vertically one above ano-
ther. It is evident that such arrangement resulted from the function of these vertical ele-
ments which served to decorate the lateral encasement of the entrance. Therefore
representation of the colonette with capital, a motif dividing sequences in horizontal frieze,
is not existing on the discussed fragments. All other details are almost identical so that the
whole decoration seems to be a copy of the same pattern (the design of wings is the same
as on majority of lateral sequences of the birds from the frieze, the dimensions are also
similar – the height of the representation of the bird from the upper edge of the cross to the
base is equal to 25 cm). Disposition of the representation is alternating: the birds have
their heads turned in opposite sides. The smaller of fragments (Fig. 7) has only one bird in
state of good preservation, from another only tail is visible, nevertheless it confirms the
alternating arrangement. This fragment comes probably from Faras. In the inventory the
information about place and time of finding are not existing. Another fragment (Fig. 8)
has both representations preserved and their arrangement is also alternating. The block
was in 1964 turned over to the Museum by the University of Chicago Expedition. There
is an indication that the provenance is Serre East. Both fragments are executed with the
same technics in yellowish sandstone (although in inventory one of them is marked as
brown), both have the same pattern and the same dimensions (width of blocks is equal to
29 cm).

14 Dim. (No. 14256): preserved height 38 cm, width 29 cm, thickness 14 cm, (No. 14356): height 52 cm,
with 29 cm, thickness 14 cm; the latter fragment was presented at the Conference in Uppsala, cf. RYL-PREIBISZ,
Nubian Culture, p. 257, Fig. 10.

15 MICHA£OWSKI, Die Kathedrale, p. 62; B. IWASZKIEWICZ, La frise de l’abside de la première cathédrale de
Faras, Orientalia Christiana Periodica 40, 1974, pp. 377–408; P.M. GARTKIEWICZ, Cathedral in Faras in the Light
of an Architectural Re-analysis, in: Nubische Studien, pp. 245–268, Fig. 22; GODLEWSKI, La frise, Figs. 1–5, 20;
Five of these blocks come from Polish excavation in Faras and presently three of them are in the National
Museum in Warsaw, two in the Sudan National Museum in Khartoum and one in the British Museum; an inter-
esting provenance of the block from the British Museum (No. EA 606) which rests there from the middle of 19th
century is described by M.L. BIERBRIER, Provenances Gained and Lost, in: The Unbroken Reed. Studies in the
Culture and Heritage of Ancient Egypt in Honour of A.F. SHORE, London 1994, p. 65, Pl. 11, a.

16 GODLEWSKI, La frise, pp. 327–386, Figs. 1–5.
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7. Fragment of sandstone door-jamb, Sudan
National Museum in Khartoum, No. 14256.
(Phot. I. Ryl-Preibisz).

8. Fragment of sandstone door-jamb, Sudan
National Museum in Khartoum, No. 14350.
(Phot. I. Ryl-Preibisz).

9. Block with representation of the bird from the frise of the First Cathedral in Faras, Warsaw National Museum,
No. 234081. (Phot. A. Dziewanowski).
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Various vertical decorations of passages, also coffered ones are known in Faras.17 One
may imagine that both fragments belonged to the embellishment of Cathedral in Faras and
together with other not preserved blocks created vertical sequences of decoration of pas-
sages corresponding with the horizontal sequences of the frieze. The distance between
Faras and Serre East is so small that the block found in Serre could have been brought
earlier from Faras. The difference in the colour of the stone does not seem to be of impor-
tance considering the atmospheric conditions in which lay the relics and also that all such
elements were somehow polychromed (scanty traces are preserved). With the discovery of
the elements of frieze, also the two discussed, partly preserved relics, resting in the
magazines of the Sudan National Museum in Khartoum joined the characteristic group of
sculptured decoration from Lower Nubia and manifest one more way of employing the
same motifs.

To continue our adventure with the “rediscovered” monuments one may mention the
large sandstone slab richly decorated with Maltese cross from the magazines of the Sudan
National Museum in Khartoum (Fig.10).18 It is carved in a light-grey sandstone, with some
traces of white plaster and relatively well preserved. The popular central motif of a cross
in the circle is additionally decorated with small leaves, protuberant pearls, little holles
etc., so that the field inside the circle is even overornamented. Similar style is encountered
in different elements of carved decorations in Lower Nubia, Qasr Ibrim, Philae, Faras and
also in Dongola, where the design is somewhat simplified.19 The choice of motifs decorat-
ing our slab, the way of execution and kind of stone meet the general features of early
Christian sculptured Nubian decoration.

Provenance of our slab arises some problems. In the inventory of the Sudan National
Museum in Khartoum it has No. 1. The description says that it was donated by Capt.
E.O.A. Newcombe in 1905 and came from Karima, Dongola Province. In the eighties in
the regional museum in Karima were granite capitals of a type very similar to that from
Dongola. May be the various obiects were collected from different places in Dongola Pro-
vince and stored there in different time. It seams rather little probable that the relicts from
Lower Nubia would be stored in Karima. Therefore one may assume that the slab eviden-
cing the high level of sculptor’s skill originated either from important centre, which Dongola
was in the Christian period, or at any rate from territory of Makuria.

17 GRIFFITH, LAAA 13, 1926, Pl. 53,5; G.T. SCANLON, Excavations at Kasr el Wizz, JEA 56, 1970, p. 38,
Fig. 7; B. IDZIKOWSKA, La décoration en pierre des portes dans les églises et édifices profanes de Faras, EtTravXII,
1974, p. 224, Figs. 16, 17; MICHA£OWSKI, Faras I, p. 155, Fig. 87.

18 Dim.: 78 x 65 cm, thickness 11 cm, diam. of the circle 50 cm; I. RYL-PREIBISZ, Architectural Decorative
Elements Recently Discovered at Old Dongola, CRIPEL 17/2, 1997, p. 229, Pl. 29, c.

19 LYONS, Philae, Pls. 59, 61, 67; J.M. PLUMLEY , Some examples of Christian Nubian Art from Excavations
at Qasr Ibrim, in: KuGN, Figs. 79, 80, 85; MONNERET DE VILLARD , Nubia III, Figs. 189, 199; MICHA£OWSKI, Faras
I, Fig. 84; favourite additional small motifs in the form of small, round beads with little holes, placed on small
leaves, in the framings, on rosettes etc. exist at the whole territory of Nubian art, they are also to be seen in
Dongola on early stone grille and on some capitals; cf. P.M. GARTKIEWICZ, The Cathedral in Old Dongola and its
Antecedents, Nubia I, Warszawa 1990, Figs. 104, 106; RYL-PREIBISZ, in: Nubian Culture, p. 230, Fig. 1.
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10. Decorated slab, Sudan National Museum in Khartoum, No. 1. (Phot. Sudan National Museum in Khartoum).

However we encounter new difficulties in establishing the provenance of that relic.
U. Monneret de Villard in the IV volume of Nubia Medioevale (1957) inserts on full-page
illustration, among other objects, the little photography of that slab.20 The slab is undoub-
tedly the same, all details and bruised spots are identical. Illustration is entitled “Sculture
di Faras” without any description and more detailed remarks about the provenance of relics.
Now the question arises: did the outstanding researcher of Nubian antiquities include the
object from the Khartoum Museum to the carved decoration from Faras because of its
unusual likeness to other elements from Faras, or had he some information unavailable to
us. The problem remains whether the slab originates from Makuria, which would testify
the close relationship in applying patterns in early Christian sculpture decoration between
Makuria and Lower Nubia, or perhaps it comes from Lower Nubia as one of elements
popular on that territory. At any rate this interesting object which has been stored almost
hundred years in the magazine of the Sudan National Museum in Khartoum opens new
questions and suggestions.

20 MONNERET DE VILLARD , Nubia IV, Pl. 129.
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One may conclude these remarks stating that the monuments, which rested quietly in
the magazines, not stirring special interest, with the incoming new information and new
excavations acquire new value and new importance. They join and complement the other
groups of relics, broaden the typology of elements and yield new data for reconstruction
of embellishment and constitute a valuable supplement to the rich picture of Nubian art.*

* I wish to express my warmest thanks to the Director and Staff of the Khartoum National Museum for the
hospitality and for allowing me to examine the magazines and inventories, as well as for supplying photo-
graphs of the monuments.


